Thinking About the *Steps to Respect* Program

I was surprised to learn...

Something that really made me think is...

I think everyone should know...

I would like to learn more about...

My first impression was...but then I thought about...
Putting It Together

Project Ideas

Project Ideas
Awards ceremony
Book review
Comic strip
Community service
Debate
Dramatic reading of a novel
Improvisational skit
Original song
Magazine
Mentoring
Mural
Persuasive essay
Photo essay
Pop-up book
Radio jingle
School action plan
Sculpture
TV quiz show
TV talk show
Web site

Steps to Respect Concepts

Apologizing and making amends
Assertiveness
Bystanders to bullying
Creating a safe, caring, respectful school
Friendship
Helping others
Managing emotions
Recognizing bullying
Refusing bullying
Reporting bullying
Respect
Safety
Taking responsibility
Trust
Using self-talk
Working out conflicts
Other: ____________________
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